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This study used both temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices at three

time-scale resolutions (year, season, and month) for the first time, to analyze the

spatio–temporal evolution of urban climate comfort in the Guangdong–Hong

Kong–MacauGreater BayArea (GBA). Themain factors affectinghuman-settlement

climate comfort were elucidated and the annual changes in both indices used in the

study area exhibited fluctuating growth from 2005 to 2020. Moreover, the annual

growth of the temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices in the southern

cities of theGBAwas relatively fast. In contrast, the annual growth of these indices in

thenorthern cities of theGBAwas relatively slow.Overall, the climateof the human-

settlement environments in the GBA was the most comfortable in spring and

autumn, and summer and winter were characterized by hot and cold climate

conditions, respectively. We did not identify any prominent change in the climate

comfort of spring and autumn from 2005 to 2020; however, the climate comfort

degree deteriorated in summer and ameliorated in winter. On a monthly scale, the

human-settlement environments in theGBAwere the coldest in December and the

hottest in July. The urban human settlements were cold in January and February,

hot inMay, June, August, and September, and themost comfortable inMarch, April,

October, and November in 2020. We analyzed the factors affecting the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments in the study area and found that

elevation, gross industrial production, population scale, and construction land

area were the most influential parameters. Notably, the impact of natural factors

on the climate comfort of human-settlement environments was more significant

than that of anthropogenic factors. Moreover, the related factors affected the

temperature-humidity index more strongly than the wind efficiency index.

Overall, our results provide data-driven guidelines for improving the climate

comfort of urban human settlements in the GBA.
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1 Introduction

The “Outline Development Plan for the Guangdong–Hong

Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area (GBA)” is becoming a national

strategy in China; thus, it is increasingly important to understand

how a vibrant and internationally competitive first-class bay area

and world-class city agglomeration can be developed for the

society, industry, and government. The objective “to develop a

high-quality living circle for living, working, and traveling,”

mentioned among the five key aspects of this endeavor not

only reflects the governance philosophy of “the people center”

but also facilitates the attraction of innovative talents. In this

context, climate comfort is one of the most important factors to

study for the development of the bay area toward more

comfortable ways of living, working, and traveling. In general,

urban human-settlement environments are residences in which

people live and engage in production, thereby reflecting the

economic development level of a region and the quality of life

of residents (Li et al., 2021). Structurally, a human-settlement

environment is a complex system, which mainly consists of

natural, human, living, support, and social systems (Tian

et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2020). Of these, the natural system is

the foundation, and its overall development and state largely

determine the quality of the human-settlement environment

(Yang et al., 2022). In this context, climate change is an

important element in the natural system and plays a crucial

role in controlling the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments. Climate comfort generally reflects the level of

comfort experienced by healthy human beings without the aid of

temperature control devices and is determined by meteorological

factors, such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, and

sunshine. Fundamentally, it represents a bio-meteorological

index, which can be used to evaluate the comfort state of a

human body under different climate conditions. In the context of

global warming, the recently accelerated urbanization has

substantially affected regional climates. Moreover, many

people seriously consider the livability standards of a location

before choosing their place of residence (Dulal and Akbar, 2013;

Wang et al., 2021). Thus, understanding and improving the

comfort level of human-settlement climates can improve the

quality of human settlements, while uniquely unraveling the

fundamental needs of social sustainable development (Zhang

et al., 2022).

To date, the research on the climate comfort of human-

settlement environments has mainly focused on a narrow scope

of topics. First, some studies have examined the spatial

characteristics of tourism climate comfort, assessing its impact

on tourism potential and development. Specifically, scholars have

explored spatial layout characteristics of tourism climate comfort

using the tourism climate index (TCI) (Masoudi, 2021).

Moreover, a geographic information system (GIS) can be

applied to partition and evaluate the ecotourism potential of

climate comfort areas (Nasirihendkhaleh et al., 2014). In this

way, the impact of climate comfort on health tourism has been

elucidated (Amininia et al., 2020). Furthermore, some other

studies used the TCI, temperature-humidity, and holiday

climate indices to evaluate the influence of climate comfort on

tourist visitation patterns for world heritage sites (Hasanah et al.,

2020). These studies utilized daily climate data to quantify the

comfort climate of national 5A scenic spots (Lei et al., 2020). A

comprehensive TCI can be used to evaluate the spatio–temporal

evolution of climate comfort for tourists and predict its future

development trend (Zhao and Wang., 2021). A previous study

used the Grand Shangri-La region as a case study and

investigated the change in tourism climate from 1980 to

2016 under intensifying global warming (Cheng and Zhong.,

2019). As a result, the spatial distribution of the TCI was analyzed

and quantified, thereby covering the areas with different TCI

classes in Iran (Bakhtiari et al., 2018). Another study applied the

Mediterranean outdoor comfort index and the predicted the

mean vote for international tourism to examine the climatic

conditions and outdoor thermal comfort in Venice, Rome, and

Palermo, located in the north, center, and south of Italy,

respectively (Salata et al., 2017).

The second aspect of climate comfort has been addressed by

other studies, which examined the influence of natural factors on

the climate comfort of the human-settlement environments.

These studies explored the impact of natural elements such as

elevation (Li and Chi, 2014), meteorology (Tseliou et al., 2010;

Eludoyin et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2014; Orosa et al., 2014), rivers

(Amorosi et al., 2013; Giannakis et al., 2016), vegetation (Celuppi

et al., 2019), air movement acceptability (Cândido et al., 2010),

and CO2 concentration (Yüksel et al., 2020), on the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments. The third aspect

was addressed by some scholars who investigated the influence of

human factors on the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments; they elucidated the influence of human factors,

such as architectural design (Gonzalez-Longo and Sahabuddin,

2019) and land use in an urban area (Cetin, 2020), on the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments. The fourth aspect

of the climate comfort of human settlements was covered by

studies that reported the spatio–temporal characteristics of the

climate comfort of human-settlement environments. Such

studies quantified the climate comfort of urban human-

settlement environments using the climate comfort index and

by examining the spatial characteristics of climate comfort (Cao

et al., 2019). As a result, the spatio–temporal and seasonal

evolutions of the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments in China were explored using data from the

ground-based meteorological observation station (Yin et al.,

2018).

Currently, most studies focusing on the climate comfort of

the human-settlement environments address the

spatio–temporal distribution of climate comfort, tourism

climate comfort, and the influence of individual natural and

human factors on climate comfort. However, our knowledge on
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the climate comfort of human-settlement environments is

incomplete at country (e.g., China) (Kong et al., 2019;

Kambezidis et al., 2021; Katavoutas et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,

2022), economic corridor (e.g., the China-Pakistan Economic

Corridor) (Zeng et al., 2020), regional (e.g., northwest China)

(Yao et al., 2021), urban agglomeration (e.g., Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei Area) (Liu et al., 2020), provincial (e.g., Liaoning) (Cheung

and Hart, 2014; Cao et al., 2016), city (Urumqi) (Li et al., 2014),

county (district) (e.g. Changsha county) (Liu et al., 2013), and

township scales (e.g., Qiankou town) (Yu et al., 2021). Moreover,

studies on the spatio–temporal changes in the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments at the bay area scale are very

scarce. The Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau GBA is located at

the frontier coastal opening of China, with the Pan-Pearl River

Delta region as its vast development hinterland. Guangdong,

Hong Kong, and Macau all stand out with prominent

development in science and technology, thereby attracting

residents, businesses, and investments to the area. By

elucidating the climate comfort of the human-settlement

environments in the GBA, the quality of life of residents can

be improved, while the attraction of talents can lead to the

formation of an international science and technology

innovation center in the GBA.

To this end, our study used the GBA as the study region, where

we combined the temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices

to evaluate the climate comfort of the human-settlement

environment from 2005 to 2020. The objectives of this study are

1) to conduct a spatio–temporal analysis of the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments using GIS technology and 2)

explore the factors that impact the climate comfort of human-

settlement environments bymultiple logistic regressionmethods. By

elucidating the climate comfort of the human-settlement

environments in the GBA, this study provides a scientific

reference for attracting innovative talents and improving the

quality of life of residents, in addition to providing a useful

reference for enabling rational urban regional planning, such as

the formation of an international science and technology innovation

center in the GBA.

2 Data sources and research methods

2.1 Overview of the study area

The GBA (China) consists of the Hong Kong and Macau

special administrative regions, and nine cities in Guangdong

Province. The total area of GBA is 5.6 km2. This area has the

highest degree of openness and strongest economic vitality

compared to that of other regions in China and also has an

important strategic position (Figure 1).

2.2 Data source and processing

This study used data from near-ground-based climatology

databases in China. We used a daily-scale value dataset

(v3.0 processing and generation), statistical yearbook data,

PM2.5 data, land cover data, vegetation coverage data, digital

elevation model (DEM) data, and administrative division

data. The China ground climate dataset mainly includes the

daily data from 2005 to 2020, containing the following

parameters: wind speed, humidity, precipitation,

temperature, sunshine, station number, and coordinates

(longitude and latitude). The dataset was originally

composed based on observations from 824 benchmark

meteorological stations in China and provided by the

China Meteorological Data Service Center (http://data.cma.

cn/).

From a data processing perspective, the data were first

collected and sorted, then projected at specific points to

overlap with the base map, and daily data were spatially

interpolated by the inverse-distance weighting method.

Finally, the data were divided and split according to the

administrative divisions. By doing this we obtained the

final daily data for provinces and cities, as well as the

average daily data of meteorological elements in different

years and months as the basis for the yearly and monthly

data for the different regions.

We used the following socioeconomic data: the permanent

population, gross domestic product (GDP), gross industrial

production (%), and construction land area. These data were

obtained from the China City Statistical Yearbook (http://

www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/), Guangdong Statistical Yearbook

(http://stats.gd.gov.cn/), Hong Kong Annual Digest of

Statistics (https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/sc/), and Anuário

Estatístico Yearbook of Statistics (https://www.dsec.gov.mo/

zh-MO/) from 2005 to 2021. The PM2.5 concentrations of

cities in the GBA were obtained from the Atmospheric

Composition Analysis Group of Dalhousie University

(http://fizz.phys.dal.ca/~atmos/martin/?page_id=140). The

PM2.5 data were first rasterized and spatially optimized to

the boundaries of the analyzed cities to derive the PM2.5

concentration annual mean data. The land cover data

included estimates of arable land, forests, grassland, and

artificial ground. The land cover-related data were obtained

from the National Catalogue Service for Geographic

information (https://www.webmap.cn/main.do?method=

index). The GBA DEM elevation, vegetation coverage, and

administrative division data were acquired from the Resources

and Environment Sciences and Data Center of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn/data.aspx; DATA

ID = 333) (Table 1).
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2.3 Research methodology

2.3.1 Temperature-humidity index
The temperature-humidity index refers to an index of the

comprehensive perception of ambient temperature and humidity

of the human body, calculated using Eq. 1:

I � T − 0.55 × (1 − RH) × (T − 14.4) (1)
where I is the temperature-humidity index, retaining 1 decimal

place; T is the average temperature of a certain evaluation period

(°C); and RH is the average air relative humidity during an

evaluation period (%).

2.3.2 Wind efficiency index
This refers to an index of comprehensively perceiving wind,

temperature, and sunshine, calculated using Eq. 2:

K � −(10 ��
V

√ + 10.45 − V)(33 − T) + 8.55S (2)

where K is the wind efficiency index, taken as an integer; T is the

average temperature of a certain evaluation period (°C); V is the

average wind speed (m/s); and S is the average hours of sunshine

during an evaluation period, measured in hours per day (h/d).

Generally, an evaluation method combining the

temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices is used to

FIGURE 1
The average annual residential climate comfort chart in China from 2005 to 2020 (Map Content Approval Number: GS (2019)1822).

TABLE 1 Data sources and description.

Data Category Data description Data
type

Data source

China ground climate means
daily value data

Wind speed, humidity, precipitation, temperature, sunshine,
and others

Panel China Meteorological Data Service Center

Statistical yearbook data Permanent population, gross domestic product (GDP), the
percentage of gross industrial production and construction
land area

Panel China City Statistical Yearbook, Guangdong Statistical
Yearbook, Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics and Anuário
Estatístico Yearbook of Statistics

Land cover data Arable land, forest, grassland, artificial ground etc. Grid National Catalogue Service for Geographic information

DEM elevation data Elevation data terrain Grid Resources and Environment Science and Data Center of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index data

Vegetation coverage Grid Resources and Environment Science and Data Center of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Administrative territorial
data

Administrative boundary Vector Resources and Environment Science and Data Center of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences
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evaluate climate comfort. When the two indices are inconsistent,

the wind efficiency index is used in the cold (winter) half-year,

and the temperature-humidity index in the hot (summer) half-

year. The wind efficiency index is used when the average wind

speed exceeds 3 m/s during the evaluation period. The

March–May period is regarded as spring, June–August as

summer, September–November as autumn, and

December–February as winter. High temperature-humidity

and wind efficiency indices values indicate a relatively sultry

human-settlement climate, whereas low values indicate an

extremely cold human settlement climate. The only

comfortable human-settlement climate is a moderate

temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices value

(Table 2).

3 Results

3.1 Spatio–temporal evolution
characteristics of climate comfort of
human-settlement environments

3.1.1 Spatio–temporal evolution characteristics
of the temperature-humidity index

We analyzed the temporal evolution characteristics of the

temperature-humidity index and found that the index values of

the 11 cities in the GBA increased with various intermittent

fluctuations from 2005 to 2020 (Figure 2). From a spatial

perspective, the temperature-humidity index values of the

GBA exhibited gradual increases from north to south in 2020.

We found that Macau was among the regions with the highest

temperature-humidity index values, while the lowest value was

found in Zhaoqing. We further ranked the regions according to

the descending order of their temperature-humidity indices

values. This analysis revealed the spatial evolution of the

northern cities in the GBA (Zhaoqing, Guangzhou, and

Huizhou) and most of the southern cities in the GBA

(Jiangmen, Dongguan, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Hong Kong, and

Macau), which generally showed an overall growth trend.

However, the spatial evolution of the central cities in the GBA

(Foshan and Dongguan) and a single southern city in the GBA

(Zhongshan) experienced decreases at first but then increased

(exhibited growth). We also analyzed the growth range of the

temperature-humidity index. It was found that the southern

cities in the GBA with relatively large areas exhibited growth

of the temperature-humidity index values by 0.8–1. The growth

range of the temperature-humidity index values of the northern

cities in the GBA was lower (0.6–0.7) (Figure 3).

3.1.2 Spatio–temporal evolution characteristics
of wind efficiency index

Furthermore, we analyzed the temporal evolution

characteristics of the wind efficiency index. It was found that

the rank of the wind index interval range values in the GBA from

2005 to 2020 generally exhibited a decreasing trend first, and then

changed to an increasing trend (Figure 4). From a spatial

perspective, the wind efficiency index values of the GBA

decreased from the central areas in the GBA to the periphery

in 2020. Hong Kong exhibited the highest wind efficiency index

value, while Zhaoqing exhibited the lowest. Compared with the

temperature-humidity index, the spatial differences in wind

efficiency in the different cities were more prominent.

Moreover, the wind efficiency index values of the southern

cities in the GBA demonstrated a growth range of 20–28,

indicating relatively strong growth. However, the wind

efficiency index values of the northern cities in the GBA

exhibited weaker increases, with a growth range of 2–15

(Figure 5).

3.2 Seasonal and monthly evolution
characteristics of climate comfort of human-
settlement environments
3.2.1 Seasonal evolution characteristics of climate

comfort of human-settlement environments

The seasonal evolution characteristics of the climate comfort

of human-settlement environments in the GBA were analyzed

from 2005 to 2020. No prominent change in the climate comfort

of human-settlement environments was discerned in spring and

autumn, but the climate comfort in summer and winter exhibited

significant changes. We identified an increase in regional

temperature in July–August, compared with that in previous

years (2005, 2010, and 2015). However, the regional precipitation

TABLE 2 Classification of climate comfort degree of human-settlement environments.

Rank Feel extent Temperature and humidity
index

Wind efficiency index Description of feeling
of healthy people

1 Extremely cold <14.0 <-400 Extremely cold, uncomfortable

2 Cold 14.0–16.9 −400–300 Relative cold, a little uncomfortable

3 Comfortable 17.0–25.4 −299–100 Comfortable

4 Hot 25.5–27.5 −99–10 Hot, a little uncomfortable

5 Sultry >27.5 >-10 Sultry, uncomfortable
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FIGURE 2
Temporal evolution diagram of the temperature-humidity index from 2005 to 2020.

FIGURE 3
The annual change of temperature-humidity index in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in (A) 2005, (B) 2010, (C) 2015, and
(D) 2020.
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FIGURE 4
Temporal evolution diagram of the wind efficiency index from 2005 to 2020.

FIGURE 5
Annual change of wind efficiency index in Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020. Seasonal and
monthly evolution characteristics of climate comfort of human-settlement environments.
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decreased compared with that in previous years, and

precipitation increased in the eastern regions in the GBA

because of typhoons (Zhang et al., 2020). Moreover, the

temperature in November–December increased and

precipitation decreased (Li et al., 2021), compared with that in

previous years. Thus, the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments in the western cities in the GBA changed from

“heat” to “sultry” gradually in the summer, while no prominent

change was found in the summer for other cities. The climate

comfort of human-settlement environments for peripheral cities

in the GBA changed from “extremely cold” to “cold” in winter,

while the climate comfort for the central cities in the GBA

exhibited no significant change. Note that gas emissions,

driven by the industrial transformation of different cities and

anthropogenic activities during the process of urbanization also

theoretically affect the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments. The detected change in the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments (from “heat” to “sultry”)

worsened the livability in the GBA in the summer, but the

change in the climate comfort from “extremely cold” to “cold”

ameliorated the livability in the GBA in winter.

The spatial evolution of the seasonal climate comfort of

human-settlement environments was also analyzed in the

GBA. It was found that all cities were somewhat comfortable

in spring in 2020 (Figure 9). As the temperature increased in

the summer, the climate comfort in the cities gradually

worsened. Moreover, spatial heterogeneity of the climate

comfort was discerned in the GBA. Overall, the western

cities (Zhuhai, Jiangmen, Foshan, Zhongshan, and Macau)

in the GBA were found to have a sultry climate, while the

eastern cities (Guangzhou, Dongguan, Shenzhen, Huizhou,

and Hong Kong) and a single northern city (Zhaoqing) had

FIGURE 6
Seasonal change of climate comfort of human settlements in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2005.
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comparatively better climate comfort. However, the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments was still

relatively hot. The human-settlement environments in

different cities in the GBA were found to be comfortable

in autumn, while the climate of all cities was reportedly

relatively cold in winter. In 2005, the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments in all cities was found to be

comfortable in spring and autumn. However, the cities were

found to be relatively hot in summer, with the peripheral

cities in the GBA experiencing an extremely cold climate in

winter (Figure 6). In 2010, the climate comfort of human

settlement environments in spring, summer, and autumn was

found to be the same as that in 2005, while the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments for all cities was

deemed cold in winter (Figure 7). In 2015, the climate

comfort of human settlement environments for all cities in

the GBA was somewhat high in spring and autumn, but the

comfort for west-central cities in the bay (Zhongshan,

Zhuhai, and Macao) was deemed “sultry” (Figures 8, 9).

All cities in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region during the

March–June and September–October periods were the most

comfortable from a climate perspective (Cao and Wang,

2017). The comprehensive synthesis comfort period of the

Hohhot–Baotou–Ordos region was mainly April–October

(Zhao, 2022), while the months with a higher comfort level

in the three northeastern provinces (Liaoning, Jilin, and

Heilongjiang) were June–August (Bai, 2020). Although the

GBA is hot and the climate comfort is worse than that in

northern China in summer, the region is comfortable in both

spring and autumn, compared with northern China.

Moreover, the climate of human-settlement environments

was cold in winter, but compared with that in northern

FIGURE 7
Seasonal change of climate comfort of human settlements in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2010.
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China, which is extremely cold in winter, the GBA was

evidently more comfortable.

3.2.2 Monthly evolution characteristics of climate

comfort of human-settlement environments

The monthly changes in the climate comfort of human-

settlement environments in the GBA were analyzed. As

January and February represent winter months, the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments is

correspondingly cold in the GBA. Our results showed that

the climate comfort changes from “cold” to “comfortable” in

March and April, when the GBA experiences spring. May and

June represent the transitional season for the GBA (from

spring to summer), when the climate comfort gradually

changes from “comfortable” to “hot.” Overall, the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments in the GBA can

be characterized as “hot” in May, and the southwestern cities

(Jiangmen, Zhongshan, Zhuhai, and Hong Kong) start

experiencing extremely high temperatures in June. Thus,

the climate comfort of human-settlement environments

shifts to “sultry” in these cities, while the climate comfort

of other cities in the area becomes “hot.” In July, the GBA

typically enters midsummer, and the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments in all cities becomes

“sultry.” In August and September, the GBA experiences a

transition from summer to autumn. In August, the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments in all cities in the

GBA becomes “hot.” In September, besides the “comfortable”

level of the climate comfort in Zhaoqing, the climate comfort

of other cities was “hot.” In October and November, the GBA

enters the late autumn period, and the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments in all cities can be deemed

FIGURE 8
Seasonal change of climate comfort of human settlements in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2015.
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as “comfortable.” In December, the GBA experiences a

seasonal change from autumn to winter, when the climate

comfort of human-settlement environments in all cities tends

to cool down; overall, the climate comfort level of human-

settlement environments in Zhaoqing and Guangzhou

prominently changed to “extremely cold,” whereas the

climate comfort level of human-settlement environments

for all other cities was “cold,” with their climate comfort

experiencing a minor change (Figure 10). Notably,

elucidating the seasonal and monthly evolution

characteristics of climate comfort of human-settlement

environments allows us to unravel the spatial

characteristics of the “migratory” elderly population and it

also allows us to determine the most comfortable period for

tourism. Finally, our findings could provide data-driven

guidelines for planning the migration of the elderly, while

also establishing an innovative and livable highland.

4 Analysis of influencing factors

Human settlements represent a relationship between the

five basic elements of ekistics: nature, human, society,

buildings, and networks. Of these elements, natural

environments play a basic function in human settlement.

From the perspective of metropolises, urban groups, and

large urban agglomerations, an urban area scale can be

used to explore the relationship between various elements

in human settlements for building a good livable environment.

As global warming is intensifying, the GBA is experiencing

FIGURE 9
Seasonal change of climate comfort of human settlements in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2020.
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FIGURE 10
The monthly variation of the climate comfort of human settlements in the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2020.

TABLE 3 Correlation of factors affecting climate comfort of human-settlement in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020.

Temperature and humidity index Wind efficiency index

Temperature
and humidity
index in 2005

Wind
efficiency
index in
2005

Temperature
and humidity
index in 2010

Wind
efficiency
index in
2010

Temperature
and humidity
index in 2015

Wind
efficiency
index in
2015

Temperature
and humidity
index in 2020

Wind
efficiency
index in
2020

Population
size (ten
thousand
people)

0.000*** 0.07* 0.004*** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.049** 0.000*** 0.000***

Elevation (m) 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.002*** 0.048**

Percentage of
gross
industrial
production
(%)

0.000*** 0.003*** 0.001*** 0.082* 0.160 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.003***

Construction
land
area (Km2)

0.000*** 0.009*** 0.452 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.072*

*Correlation is significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed).

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

***Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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extreme temperatures more often (Huang et al., 2012). Thus,

climate change crucially affects the climate comfort of human

settlements in the area. Given the novelty of this research

domain and the data availability, we selected six key indicators

that could potentially affect the climate comfort of urban

settlements: elevation (Wei and Wang, 2022), vegetation

coverage (Hu et al., 2011), haze (Cai et al., 2017),

population scale (Nwankwo et al., 2021), gross industrial

production (%) (Streimikiene et al., 2012), and construction

land area (Wang et al., 2020). Based on this, we performed a

diagnosis of multicollinearity to select the required indices.

Overall, the elevation, construction land area, population

scale, and gross industrial production (%) passed the

collinearity test. The correlation of the four elements with

the temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices was

quantified using multiple logistic regression. The correlation

analysis revealed some related factors, exhibiting a

relationship with the temperature-humidity and wind

efficiency indices in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020. However,

there were significant differences in the indices as the

influence of related factors on the temperature-humidity

index was more important than that on the wind efficiency

index. Additionally, the influence of natural factors on climate

comfort was greater than that of anthropogenic activities

(Table 3). Overall, this study elucidated that the factors

influencing climate comfort were elevation, construction

land, population scale, and the percentage of gross

industrial production.

4.1 Effect of elevation on climate comfort of
human-settlement environments

The topography of the GBA is mainly characterized by low

mountains and hills. In general, different elevation levels

fundamentally control regional meteorological elements

such as temperature and wind speed, thereby affecting the

climate comfort of human-settlement environments (Yan

et al., 2022). Specifically, higher elevations lead to lower

temperatures. The lower elevation (310 m) site is warmer

(28.5°C average monthly maximum air temperature) and

drier (224 mm yr−1) than the upper elevation (844 m) site

(23.5°C average monthly maximum air temperature;

272 mm yr−1) (Link et al., 2003). Areas with high elevation

are mainly distributed in the northern regions in the GBA,

while areas in the southern regions have relatively low

elevation (Figure 11). Thus, in the summer, the northern

cities in the GBA enter the sultry period later than the

southern cities. However, the shift to the comfortable

period occurs earlier in the southern cities in the GBA in

autumn, and this phenomenon is also affected by elevation.

Moreover, the climate comfort of human-settlement

FIGURE 11
Digital elevation model (DEM) of the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area.
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environments in the northern cities in the GBA is deemed

extremely cold in the winter, while that of the southern cities is

cold, which is also affected by the elevation.

4.2 Effect of construction land area on the
climate comfort of human-settlement
environments

The construction land area reflects the carrying and

storage capacity of natural elements and the degree of land

use change in a region of interest. This is an important factor

that affects regional urban construction and development

(Zhao et al., 2021). The various types of urban land have

different contributions to the urban thermal environment.

Among the various types of urban land, public service-facility

land contributed the most to the urban thermal environment

with an impact of 21.65%, followed by residential, industrial,

and commercial service-facility lands, with impacts of 19.89,

18.44, and 17.58%, respectively. Additionally, the impact of

road traffic land was 14.92%, whereas that of green square land

was the lowest at 7.51%, 14.14% lower than that of public-

service facility land (Chen et al., 2022). In general, cities with

widespread construction land areas are characterized by

higher development intensity, high pollution, and low

vegetation coverage and, thus, experience a substantial heat

island effect. Continuous urban development (building up)

promotes the urban heat island effect. The magnitude of the

FIGURE 12
Surface cover map of the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macau Greater Bay Area in 2020.
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urban heat island ranged from 0.2 to 4.7°C, subject to seasonal

variations and weather conditions (Weng and Yang., 2004). In

contrast, cities with low construction land areas have less

development intensity, less pollution, relatively high

vegetation coverage, and thus, a relatively cooler climate

(Ren et al., 2022). Urban land is mainly concentrated in the

central cities in the GBA, while forests, grassland, and

cultivated land are mainly concentrated in the peripheral

cities. The concentration of urban land considerably

exacerbates the heat island effect. Thus, the temperature of

central cities in the GBA is generally higher than that of the

peripheral cities (Figure 12). In addition, the southern areas of

the GBA are adjacent to the ocean. The ocean has a large

specific heat capacity, which affects the climate factors such as

humidity and wind speed; it changes the annual evolution of

climate comfort of human-settlement environments slightly

or greatly, depending on the season. The average water-

cooling island intensity ranges from 1.19 °C to 5.02°C in

the four seasons, and the WCI (Wind Chill Index) intensity

of all water bodies exhibits the largest fluctuation in summer

(Wu et al., 2020).

4.3 Influence of the population scale on the
climate comfort of human-settlement
environments

Population growth can potentially promote the progress of

scientific and technological innovation (Chen et al., 2018), thereby

moving the region toward economic growth. However, economic

development can trigger a sizeable growth in energy consumption,

inducing a sharp increase in carbon emissions (Wang et al., 2021).

Therefore, population growth and carbon emissions exhibit a positive

correlation. In addition, population density and migration are also

strongly correlated with carbon emissions. An increase in population

density is unfavorable to the reduction of carbon emissions (Minx

et al., 2013), and population migration from rural to urban areas will

increase the carbon footprint; the apparent carbon emission

difference between rural residents and migrants is about 1.5-ton

CO2 per capita (Zhang et al., 2016). Anthropogenic CO2 emissions,

driven by fossil fuel use, are themain driver of global warming. Thus,

an increase in population can considerably alter the regional climate

temperature, further affecting the climate comfort of human

settlement environments.

4.4 Effect of gross industrial production change
on the climate comfort of human-settlement
environments

A reduction in gross industrial production can help reduce

energy consumption, ameliorate energy utilization efficiency,

and facilitate the optimization of the energy structure, thereby

enhancing land carbon sinks. Such phenomena, in turn, alter the

climate comfort of human-settlement environments.

Furthermore, intensive gross industrial production can

potentially attract high-polluting industries; thus, inducing a

significant increase in energy consumption and greenhouse

gas emissions and as an indirect effect, the urban heat island

effect would be exacerbated in the case of increased production.

5 Discussion and conclusion

5.1 Discussion
This study elucidated unique aspects of climate comfort in the

GBA. We estimated the climate comfort at unprecedented scales

(national, urban agglomeration, provincial, and municipal scales) by

analyzing the spatio–temporal evolution characteristics of climate

comfort, on which few studies have been done. Thus, our study

deepened the knowledge on the evolution of the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments in the GBA. Moreover, we

elucidated the factors influencing the studied phenomenon for

the first time. In particular, we explored the influence of the

related factors on the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments by analyzing elevation, population scale, gross

industrial production, and construction land area.

Despite these promising findings, our study had the following

limitations: 1) because the statistical measurements between

Guangdong, Hong Kong, and Macau were inconsistent, the

interpretation of the impact of greenhouse gases and other

related indicators on the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments were critically hindered; 2) when the temperature-

humidity and wind efficiency indices were inconsistent, the wind

efficiency index was used to analyze the cold (winter) season, and

the temperature-humidity index was used to analyze the hot

(summer) season. Thus, the evaluation of the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments was slightly asymmetric. In

particular, the evaluation did not consider the intensity of

interactions between these two indices and the comfortable

threshold. Future studies should further refine the value range

of the climate comfort of human-settlement environments.

Moreover, the complex interplay between the two indices

(temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices) used for

analysis should be quantified in future studies to improve the

evaluation accuracy of the climate comfort of human-settlement

environments.

5.2 Conclusion
This study used multiple datasets including ground-based

climate (mean daily-value data) and land cover data in China,

and the temperature-humidity and wind efficiency indices.

These data were used to explore the spatio–temporal evolution

of the climate comfort of human-settlement environments in

the GBA. Furthermore, we elucidated the main factors

affecting climate comfort and the following conclusions

were drawn: 1) The annual changes in the climate comfort

of human settlement environments were analyzed and this

revealed that the values of the temperature-humidity index of

the GBA decreased from north to south, and that of the wind
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efficiency index decreased from the center to the periphery in

2020. From 2005 to 2020, the temperature-humidity index

values of the northern cities and most southern cities in the

GBA exhibited increases, while the central cities and some

southern cities first exhibited a decrease and then an increase.

Moreover, the wind efficiency index values of the GBA first

exhibited a decreasing trend, but then an increasing trend

from 2005 to 2020. Overall, the climate comfort of human-

settlement environments in the GBA experienced a significant

change in spring and summer; the summer conditions

changed from “hot” to “sultry” and the winter conditions

changed from “extremely cold” to “cold.”

2) The spatio–temporal heterogeneity of the climate comfort

of human-settlement environments in the GBA was mainly

affected by the elevation, gross industrial production,

population scale, and construction land area. Of these factors,

elevation had the most significant effect on climate comfort. The

impact of the population scale on climate comfort was secondary,

followed by gross industrial production and construction

land area.

3) The spatial characteristics of the climate comfort of

human-settlement environments in the GBA were

characterized by an asymmetric pattern. Moreover, the area

experiences a comfortable climate in spring, autumn, and

winter, thereby agreeing with existing studies (Li et al., 2016).

Additionally, we compared the influence of natural factors with

that of anthropogenic activities on the climate comfort of human

settlement environments. This comparison demonstrated that

the correlation between natural factors and the climate comfort

of human-settlement environments was more important than

that of anthropogenic activities.
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